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Theoretical models for radial transport of energy and particles in toka-
maks due to drift waves, rippling modes, and resistive ballooning modes have 
been combined in a predictive transport code. The resulting unified model 
has been used to simulate low confinement mode (L-mode) energy confine
ment scalings. Dependence of global energy confinement on electron density 
for the resulting model is also described. 
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1. Introduction 

A major goal of controlled fusion research is to obtain a theoretical de
scription of plasma transport across the toroidal magnetic flux surfaces in 
tokamaks. Computational models which could predict the evolution of flux-
surface-averaged plasma parameters in new experiments would be particu
larly useful. A number of previous computational studies of turbulent plasma 
transport have concentrated individually on various features of the drift-wave 
[1,2] or resistive ballooning modes [3j. These simulations have been successful 
in reproducing some features of low-confinement (L-mode) plasmas. How
ever, computational models based on drift-wave theories alone are reportedly 
inadequate to reproduce scaling of global energy confinement with toroidal 
plasma current [4]. A model containing fluxes due to resistive ballooning 
modes reproduced some data from the Impurity Study Experiment (ISX-B) 
[3] but was not subsequently shown to reproduce results from other tokamaks. 

In the present study, we use linear combinations of theoretical transport 
fluxes due to drift waves, resistive ballooning, and rippling modes, added 
to a fixed level of neoclassical transport. Such models are used to study 
the scaling of global energy confinement with various plasma parameters in 
L-mode plasmas. The original motivation for our simulations is based on 
comments in papers by T. Hahm, P. Diamond, and colleagues [5,6]- The 
rationale for the transport formulas used and a qualitative discussion of the 
expected results is given elsewhere [7]. An approximate analytic integration 
and the motivation for one of the levels of rippling mode fluxes used here was 
presented by Sheffield [8]. 

2. Transport Model 

To the usual neoclassical fluxes [9-1 lj, we added a linear combination 
of estimates of drift-wave, rippling mode, and resistive ballooning effects 
[4,6,7,12-18]. 

for ion (i) and electron energy fluxes and T a = CiTfR + c2TRM for the flux 
of each hydrogen isotope, a. 

For drift waves, the approximation TfR = CiDDRna/Ln was used for 
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flux-surface-averaged quasilinear radial particle fluxes. Here 

with /?' = -d@jdr and /?^ = s/(l.7q2Ro). The corresponding heat fluxes are 

For completeness, the small anomalous electron—non energy exchange 

&DR = d(0.89 - 0.547?,- - 0.6(3'/&cl)DDR^ (5) 

was also included [14,19]. In these formulas we use the notation adopted by 
Ross et al. [15] from the work of Dominguez and Waltz [4], with 

1 . — kl [ ' v.JI 

' k\\Te LTi So) 

(6) 

(7) 

Here fith = {1 + exp[-6(r;f - itf*)]}-\ r,f = 1 for LJB* < 0.2 and tf = 
(0.5 + 2.5Ln/Ro) for Ln/Ro > 0.2. 

The rippling mode fluxes are T™ = DVj,nJLn, Q™ =DV7lneTe/Ln, 
and Q^ = D^n.-T;/!,, with 

Dv, E.L,\</3 (SL^ux -mi 2ov} 

1/3 

(8) 

The resistive ballooning theory used affects only electron energy fluxes: 

nRB _ * 2 „ n'Te 
We = «sXe.rM.<xiH-7 (9) 
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where 
3ver? {fot2L^3/2 

X""'-ia" " 2uJ2aVIHA [-LT ( 1 0 ) 

and 
\ s = ±ln(/3-«2R0vA»a/71) (11) 

off 

from Diamond and Carreras [17,18]. 
Except for the leading coefficients (c t , c 2, and c 3), the symbols in these 

expressions are defined in Table 1. Here r is the midplane half-width of a 
flux surface, RQ is the major radius, e = V/RQ, B0 is the toroidal magnetic 
field, 

Zimp — 6, and EQ and q are the local toroidal electric field and safety 
factor computed from the time evolution of the poloidal and toroidal fluxes. 
The fundamental physical constants in these formulas are fi0 = 4JT X 10~7, 
e 0 = 8.8542 x 10" 1 2, c = (fr,e0)~1 / 2i e = 1.6022 x 10" 1 9 , m, = 9.1095 x 10" 3 1, 
mp = 1.6726 x 10~ 2 7, and kb = lOOOe. (In this paper we use SI units except 
that temperatures are in keV and heat fluxes are in keV-m~ 2s - 1.) 

For numerical convenience, the scale lengths in the above formulas are 
limited to a physically reasonable minimum: |£xl ^ Pei (f° r X = n, Te, T^ 
or p). The shear is limited to s < rfpn when (and only when) using it for 
computing the above turbulent transport flux formulas. Also, the analytic 
approximation given above for the ideal ballooning limit, /3'cl, breaks down, 
for example, when si. — </, where a' is the radial derivative of the Shafranov 
shift [20]. As a result of these considerations, the shear is also limited to a 
minimum 0.5 < J when (and only when) using it for computing the above 
turbulent transport flux formulas. This also helps keep the rippling mode 
fluxes from becoming too large in regions of very low shear. 

The total transport flux formulas are thus defined when the leading co
efficients a, cj, and C3 are given. Here we treat the nominal predictions of 
the theories, c\ = cj = c 3 = 1, as rough estimates and allow some of these 
coefficients to vary over an order of magnitude range centered on 1. 

3. Results 

Here we report some quantitative simulation results which illustrate that 
the type of model described above can reproduce important features of 
neutral-beam-heated plasmas. The first results given here are L-mode global 
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confinement scaling exponents (d In TE/8 In X) where X is either the toroidal 
plasma current, 7, the toroidal magnetic field, B, the neutral beam heating 
power, P, or the line average density, ne. These results were obtained using 
the approximation [dlnTB/dlnX) ~ [(r 1-r 2)(A'i + A'2)]/[(T1 + T 2)(Xi-^: i)] 
where TJ is the global thermal kinetic energy confinement time computed for 
a reference point {Xi} =(3.75 x 105 Ampere, 2.2 Tesla, 2.9 x 106 Watt, 
4.0 x 101 9 m~3), and T 2 is computed for each value of X separately re
duced by 20%. The remaining parameters, including the neutral beam con
figuration and the plasma current and density ramp forms, were set equal 
to the Axisymmetric Divertor Experiment (ASDEX) parameters given by 
Singer et al. [11] with the limiter-plasma boundary conditions given by Singer, 
Bateman, and Stotler [21]. 

The results are listed in Table 2 for a "nominal" model [with drift, rip
pling, and resistive ballooning coefficients, respectively (ci = c 2 = c^ — 1)] 
and an "improved" model in which the coefficient of the drift contribution 
was reduced to 0.3 and the coefficient of the rippling contribution was in
creased to 3 (i.e., c t = 0.3, c2 = 3, and c 3 = 1). The choice of c2 = 3 rippling 
mode coefficient in the "improved" model was motivated by the studies of 
Sheffield [8]. The coefficient ci was then adjusted to give a reasonable fit 
to observed plasma profiles and L-mode confinement scalings inferred from 
fitting a large data base. The first two columns in Table 2 show the scal
ing exponents for current (J), magnetic field (J3), auxiliary heating (P), and 
deasity (ne) from our simulations ("nominal1' and "improved," respectively.) 
The other numbers listed in Table 2 are experimental scaling exponents de
duced by Singer [22], Kaye and Goldston("K-G" (23]) and updated exponents 
obtained by Kaye using a larger data base [24]. (The confinement scalings 
from Kaye [24] used the "all" of the data base which was available and a 
two-step, "complex" method of computing confinement scalings for each de
vice and then averaging the confinement scalings. The scaling exponents 
obtained from other methods of reducing the same data were very similar to 
the resulting "Kaye-All-Complex" exponents shown in Table 2. The global 
energy confinement time computed for the reference discharge from this scal
ing was 0.026 seconds, compared to 0.028 seconds for the simulation with the 
"improved" transport model.) 

It is apparent from Table 2 that the L-mode scalings from the "improved" 
model are compatible with those inferred from experiment within the vari-

• 
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ation of the results obtained by analyzing different data bases. The figures 
in bold type show a good correspondence of the best model analyzed so far 
with the confinement scaling derived from the most complete data base. 

Without further adjustment of the transport fluxes, the "improved" theory-
based model just described was also used to simulate ohmically heated plas
mas. A curve showing simulated confinement times as a function of line 
average density is compared to experimental data points in Fig. 1. The 
simulations used to produce the curve in Fig. 1 are identical to the ohmic 
phase of the discharge using the "improved" model described above, except 
that the plasma current was changed from 0.375 MA to the 0.4 MA used 
for the experimental data given above [25]. Although the magnitude of the 
transport coefficients has not been adjusted to match the ohmic confinement 
data, the model evidently predicts an initial rise and eventual saturation of 
confinement with increasing line average density. 

4. Conclusions 

The results shown here indicate that theoretical transport models based 
on local plasma parameters can be used to describe important qualitative 
features of plasma transport across closed flux surfaces in tokamaks. Such 
results had not previously been successfully obtained in computational trans
port simulations using fluxes for individual modes. Since theory predicts 
that all of these modes may be simultaneously important somewhere in a 
given plasma, it is not surprising that each mode would not work adequately 
alone in predictive simulations. The "improved" model described above also 
gives reasonably accurate electron temperature and density profile shapes 
both for the limiter plasmas simulated here and for the high confinement in 
divertor discharges when models of the shear [7] and the evolution of the 
boundary temperature [21] are included. This suggests that a systematic 
survey would be worthwhile to determine the ranges of unknown parameters 
in these models allowed by existing experimental data. A systematic statisti
cal methodology for conducting such a survey has been worked out in detail 
and described elsewhere [26]. An estimate of the computational requirements 
suggests that it would be practical to vary the three adjustable parameters 
in the present model (c\, cj, and cj) when treating a data base consisting of 
tens of discharges. 
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However, it should be kept in mind that, for example, the quasilinear 
saturation levels for transport due to drift waves would in reality be expected 
to be a slowly varying function of relevant dimensionless plasma parameters; 
i.e., Ci = Ci(q, v\, Pi/Lp,...). Even allowing only simple power law variations 
for such dependencies would introduce a large number of additional free 
parameters. There are also additional theoretical uncertainties in the present 
formulation of drift-wave and other turbulent transport models. Treating a 
large number of adjustable parameters would either require a much more 
efficient computational model or the use of some simplified description of the 
model's response to variation of the adjustable parameters. 

Another difficulty is that both the theory and the available data base 
evolve faster than an aggressive experimental simulation program can be 
carried out. For this reason, we have frozen the theory at a relatively simple 
level and used only a very rough description of the available data in the 
present work. Despite all of these difficulties, we believe the results presented 
here illustrate a useful starting point for calibrating improving theoretical 
tokamak plasma transport models against an expanding empirical data base. 
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Table 1. Fonnulas, mostly from Ross et al. 

Symbol Name (units) Formula 

Wei 

w« 
Vi 

c, 
VA 

ln(A) 

»: 
L„ 
LT, 

ip 

3 

L. 
Pi 
Pn 
P. 
*x 

ion cyclotron freq. ( s - 1 ) 
beta 
plasma frequency ( s _ l ) 
elect, therm, vel. (m/s) 
ion therm, vel. (m/a) 
sound speed (m/s) 
Alfven speed (m/s) 
poloidal beta 
Coulomb logarithm 
electron coil. freq. ( s _ 1 ) 
ion coll. freq. ( s _ 1 ) 
Spitzer res. (Ohm-m) 
effective coll. freq. ( s _ 1 ) 
electron collisionality 
density scale length (m) 
T e; Ti scale lengths (m) 

press, scale length (m) 
T)~l scale length (m) 
shear 
shear length (m) 
ion gyroradius (m) 
poloidal gyroradius (m) 

wave number (m - ! ) 
diamagnetic freq. ( s - 1 ) 

e5 0 / (m p A) 
(2fi0k,,/B3

o){ntTe + mTt) 

(2fc 4T e/m e) 1/ 2 

(2^ /mp/ l i ) 1 / 2 

[hTJim.Ai)}^ 
B0/(n0ntmpAi)V* 
p{qlt? = 4.027 X 10- S 2(n eT e + n ^ S j V Y 
3 7 . 8 - I n ^ ' r , . - 1 } 
4(2x)» /2 n e ( m A)e7[3(4 j r0 2 ml / 2 (TO 3 / 2 ] 
4T 1/ 2n e(lnA)eV[3(4x£ 0) 2(m J,^) 1/ 2(Jt 67;) 3/ 2] 

»tifc 

-ne/(dnjdr) 
-TJ(dTe/dr); -2-/(d7V3r) 
Ln/LT);j = i,e 
-(3/(d0/dr)=0/0' 
LTJL5 
{r/q)(dq/dr) 
Rolfs 
= v,/we i 

= /»»?/« 
= c,/w„ 
w 0.3/p, 
k±p,cs/Ln 
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Table 2. L-Mode Confinement Scaling Exponents 

Parameter Simulations Data Fits 

Nominal Improved Singer K-G Kaye 

7 0.7 0.8 1.1 1.2 0.85 
B 0.6 0.5 -0.1 -0.1 0.3 
P 0.5 -0.6 -0.5 -0.6 -0.5 
JIe 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1 
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Fig. 1. Global energy confinement time for 'improved" model described in the 
text (with Cx = 0.3, cj = 3, and c 3 = 1; solid curve) vs. experimental 
data from ASDEX. 
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